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ONLINE THEORY  TEST CORRESPONDENCE COURSES  

TECHNICAL  REQUIREMENTS 

Online Web Cam Test, what is it? 

For tests (theory only) our organisation works in partnership with two world renowned Proctoring Service Providers based in USA: 
www.proctoru.com and  www.testrac.com Our partners test delivery engine can deliver a test anywhere in the world, across all 
platforms and browsers, in an open-enrollment or proctored setting, while ensuring the best available test security. 

This revolutionary new method of online testing widely used by American Universities nationwide allows students to complete their 
assessment at any location using almost any web cam and computer (web cams built into laptops or monitors are acceptable). 
Students enrolled on a distance learning program can take exams from any countries in the world, at home, at work, or anywhere 
where internet access is available.  

Web Cam Test method uses live Invigilator/Proctor to allow the distance training provider/s to verify that the student who 

registers in a distance education course or program is the same student who participates in and completes the program and 
receives the professional credit.  

Testing via web cam, has proven to be very safe and  extremely successful in comparison to the traditional "log in" option. Log in 
exams and tests are becoming obsolete in the world of distance learning  due to their high "cheating" rate, anyone provided with a 
log in password by the student/s, can sit exams and tests on their behalf.  

*Online Web Cam Test method is recognised and accepted by accrediting bodies as the best platform of secure, safe distance 
learning tests and exams.  

 

Technical Requirements: 

Students are responsible for meeting the following technical requirements: 
 

 A reliable computer running Windows XP (or higher) or Mac OS X (or higher) with inbuilt web cam is acceptable. 

 A web cam with 640x480 video pixel resolution or higher(cost as little as $30AUD) 

 Headphones or working speakers connected to the computer. 

 A working microphone connected to the computer.  We recommend a web cam that has a built in microphone. 

 A web browser with Adobe Flash Player installed. We recommend Flash Player 10. 

 A reliable, high-speed internet connection.  

 The ability to allow video and screen-sharing connections to the computer you will be using to take your exam.     
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